
English Words Game
This paper contains a really good explaination and all the materials you need for a fun word

game in English. Let´s get started!

How do I play the game?
It is simple: this is a kind of ”memory” game (where you match two images that are the same), but in this game, you 

are going to match a word with an explaination. For example, a correct pair would be ”flowers” and ”something that 

is available in many colors and something that you can have in your garden”.

So, start by using a scissor to cut out all the cards below. Then, put them in two separate sections, with the blank side 

up. One section is for word cards and one is for explaination cards. The player picks up one card from each section 

and if they match, the player can pick two new cards and keep his/her/hens pair. If the cards doesn´t match, it´s the 

next players turn. Every pair equals one point. When you run out of cards, the player with the most amount of cards is

the winner for the round. Good luck playing, the game have fun!

Hello ”Hi” and ”Hey” are just two synonyms to this popular 

word used to say hi to people.

Flowers You can have this in your garden – they are available in 

many colors and types.

Happiness Spread this around you to make people extra happy!

Sun Look up when you are outside and you can see this in the

sky if there aren´t that much- or no clouds.

Weather report How is the weather? Well, if you don´t want to look into 

the sky or want more details, you look at this thing.

Future This time period is not now and it is not in the past.

Telephone You place and take calls with this thing.

Age Are you old, a child, a teenager or an adult? If you´re 

talking about that, you are probably mentioning this 

thing.

Human You are this. Some of your friends are this too.

Clothing You put this on in the morning, and then it´s time for the 

washing machine to clean it in the end of the day!

Store Here – you can get stuff that you need. 

Discount Have you ever bought something really cheap? Then, you

might have taken advantage of this thing.

Product Something that you can buy in a store, for example.
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